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PART 1 (6 pts)  

 

Choose the answer which best fits the sentence (each answer 0.5 pt): 

 

 

1. By the time Mick came home, the film ____. 
A. has begun  B. had begun  C. will begin  D. started 

 
2. The result of the experiment is independent ____ the temperature, but 
dependent ____ the speed of the reaction. 

A. on; on        B. of; of        C. of; on       D. about; on 

 
3. I believe the new film is worth _____. 

A. to see         B. seeing            C. to have seen        D. having seen 
 
4. Once you ___ reading this book, just let me know. 

A. will finish            B. are going to finish       C. have finished         D. will have 
finished 

 
5. I’d like to tell you something _____ is very interesting 

A. what        B. whatever       C. whom       D. that 
 

6. I know it is late, but please ____ sit down and wait for the bus to come. 
A. shall        B. can         C. do        D. will 

 
7. Visiting ___ British Isles and ____ Rocky Mountains is my dream. 

A. the; the          B. --;--           C. the; --            D. --;the 

 
8. Next month, I ____ here for 30 years. 
A. will live         B. will be living           C. am going to live         D. will have lived 
 
9. Nothing can happen, ____? 

A. can anything        B. cannot it        C. can it       D. can’t they 
 
10. My daughter ____ her keys. It is very annoying. 
A. always is losing         B. is always losing           C. loses always          D. always 

looses 
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11. Mick suggested _____ to work. 
A. going           B. me to go          C. to go          D. for me going 

 

12. Lunch is usually served in the dining room, but today it ____ in the living 
room. 

A. is being served         B. is served         C. serves         D. is being serving 

 

PART 2 (3 pts) 

Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first 

sentence, using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use 

between two and five words, including the word given (each answer 1 pt): 

 

1. Brian was really interested in North American history in his school days. 

INTEREST 

Brian __showed a real interest in__ North American history in his school days. 

 

2. When it comes to population, Beijing’s is much bigger than Auckland’s. 

POPULATED 

Beijing is _____much more populated__ than Auckland. 

 

3. The manager should think about experience when hiring new staff. 

CONSIDERATION 

The manager should ____give experience a consideration__when hiring new staff. 

 

PART 3 (6 pts) 

Choose the best option to fill in the gaps. Clearly circle your answer below, do 

not write in the text itself (each answer 0.5 pt). 

Example: 

0  A currently  B formerly  C recently  D lately 
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The Spirit of Adventure 

The scientist who (0) ___ work and study in Antarctica are fortunate. They are able to 

(1) ___ on the regular arrival of supplies by ship and plane, they are (2) ___ protected 

against the cold in comfortable, centrally-heated huts and they have specially (3) ___ 

vehicles called snowmobiles to move around in. But Antarctica still (4) ___ adventures. 

In 1992 two British men, Ranulph Fiennes and Mike Stroud, (5) ___ to walk across 

Antarctica, without any of these modern aids. They had (6) ___ to suffer a lot, and 

after walking for 95 days in temperatures below -40° C, they were in a terrible state. 

However, they managed to (7) ___ from one side of the continent to the other. Luckily, 

they were (8) ___ to radio for an aircraft, which came and (9) ___ them up from the 

ice. 

So, why did they do it? One explanation is that some human beings have an unusually 

strong desire to (10) ___ both with themselves and against nature. In the past, such 

people might have gone off to discover new lands. Today, such people (11) ___ new 

challenges, trying to (12) ___ something that no human being has ever done. 

 

1 A live   B trust   C count  D claim 

2  A accurately  B severely   C exactly  D properly 

3  A intended  B designed   C drawn  D formed 

4  A appeals  B leads   C attracts  D catches 

5  A set out  B got away   C set up  D got by 

6  A anticipated B waited  C predicted  D expected 

7  A reach  B cover  C cross  D arrive 

8  A adequate  B able   C capable  D efficient 

9 A put   B kept  C picked  D held 

10  A compete  B attack  C oppose  D combat 

11  A search  B look  C seek  D watch 

12  A win   B touch  C achieve  D make 

 


